NOTE:
1. ALL UNTOLERANCED FEATURES ARE .010 FROM THE MODEL.
2. TYPE III HARD ANODIZED, BLACK, .002 TOTAL, (.001 BUILDUP FROM SURFACE).
3. CHEM FILM IN .125 THRU HOLES AND THREADS.
4. OD FINISH SIZE CAN BE MACHINED LATER AS AN ASSEMBLY.
5. LEAVE ALL EDGES SHARP ON FLEXABLE BEAM SECTION.
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SECTION B-B

NOTE:
1. ALL UNTOLERANCED FEATURES ARE FROM THE MODEL.
2. TYPE III HARD ANODIZED, BLACK, .002 TOTAL, (.001 BUILDUP FROM SURFACE).
3. CHEM FILM IN .125 THRU HOLES AND THREADS.
4. OD FINISH SIZE CAN BE MACHINED LATER AS AN ASSEMBLY.
5. LEAVE ALL EDGES SHARP ON FLEXABLE BEAM SECTION.